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FROM THE PRESIDENT.
Dear Members,
It's almost time for sleigh bells and stockings to be hung . It seems
as if the year has flown by - I'm sure you are all as busy as I with
Christmas and New Year almost upon us . So , I will bring you up to date
on our 1 86 Specialty , and that's about it .
Our judge will r Anthony Doyle from Ireland, our Sweeps judge will
be Martha Fielder and our show site will be once again the El R~ncho
Tropicana in Santa Rosa .
Greg and I and all the hounds - and Sam Border Terrier too - want to
wish you all a particularly wonderful Christmas and New Year .
0

Many good wishes ,
Marilyn Shaw
Note : Belle Hays received a copy of an article about the Irish Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals . Apparently they are in great
financial distress . If any NCIWC member would like to send a donation,
the address is :
I SPCA
1 Grand Canal Quay
Dublin 2, Ireland
The Irish Wolfhound lS on their logo . Their appreciation lS acknowledged
- MS
with a receipt .

The big Golden Gate Kennel Club show at the San Francisco Cow Palace
will be on February 1 t; 2. All dogs will be benched .there for the two
days so it is hoped friends , old and new, will come out to chat and
cheer and enjoy some refreshments . There will be a Board Meeting o~
Saturday (call Marilyn for time) and all interested members are i nvited . See you there!

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
Board Meeting

November 10 , 1985

The meeting wa s called to or de r at 2: 30 by Presi dent Marilyn Sha w.
Present were : Marilyn Shaw , Carol Gabriel , Robin Burchett , John and
Belle Hays , Janet and Linda Souza, Ken Taylor , Joan Trifeletti , Russ
Gree ne , Boardman and Betty Moore , Jane Kit Christie , Donald Rasmusson and Susan Kinloch .
SECRETARY'S REPORT : The mi nutes of the September 14th meeting were
Boa r d meeting cont ' d p. 3 -

approved as printed in the Hounds' Bugle.
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The following issues were discussed:
1. Sweeps judge for the 1986 Specialty - Martha Fielder and
Sam Ewing were voted upon. The club will contact Martha first
and Sam second to see which will be available.
2. Show Chairman for the 1986 Specialty - Joan Trifeletti and
Greg Shaw will be the co-chairpersons.
3. Site for the 1986 Specialty - Marilyn Shaw contacted the El
Rancho Tropicana, but has received no reply. Will give them
a few more days and then try elsewhere.
Possible show sites:
Hayward State
Fort Mason (S.F.)
Fort Baker (S.F.)
Petaluma Fairgrounds
Hotels :
Ho ward Johnson's in Marin will give us a block of
ground-floor rooms at $61.00 per night.
Joan Trifeletti is checking into the above for availabi lity .
4. Fun Match Judge: Martha Fielder
Date: April 26 or 27, 1986
Place: Wawona Park, San Prancisco
Linda Souza will confirm the above with Marilyn.
5. Judge for 1987 Specialty - Diane Coons was proposed. Marilyn
will check list of judges suggested for 1986 specialty and
will get back to the club.
TREASURER'S REPORT: As of 11/6, balance is $4933.7~
Consideration was next given to the suggestion of John Hays that the
By-Law s be amended to change the dat~ from which new memberships should'
be effective for the ensuing fiscal year and to facilitate the process
of approving applications for membership. After a full discussion it: was
unanimously approved (1) that the words "April 111 in the first paragraph of Section 3, Article I of the By-Laws be changed to "February 111 ;
(2) that the second paragraph of Section 3, Article I be changed to
provide for the electi on of new members by a vote of a majo rity of a
quorum of the Board or, alternatively, by the telephone or personal
contact votes of six members of the Board solicited and recorded by
the secretar~; (3) that John Hays be appointed to prepare a ballot
suitable for the purpose for the secretary to mail to the membership
at an early date.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:45.
Respectfully submitted,

Robin Burchett
Secretary
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Chico Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mrs . Jean Fancy

October 11, 1985
3/ 4/ 1

BOB- Ch . Connemara 1 s Hawk of Wildwind - Wandruff
BOW,BOS,WB- Tory Meghan of Limerick - Burchett
WO- Connemara's Falcon - Wandruff
RWD- Major Acres Maghnus - Hays
RWB- Oakwoods Aleta - Sanford
Two Cities KC
Judge : Harold Schlintz

October 12, 1985
7I4/1

BOB- Kelley Glen's Barnaby - Rogers
BOS,WB- Oakwoods Aleta - Sanford
BOW,WD- Connemara's Falcon - Wandruff
RWD- Major Acres Blarney Castle - Gabriel/Major
RWB- Oakwoods Fiona of Suncastle - Sanford
Sacramento KC
Judge: Mrs . Curtis Brown

October 13, 1985
6/6/3

BOB- Ch . Connemara's Hawk of Wildwind - Wandruff
BOS- Ch . Major Acres Branwyn - Heskett
BOW,WD- Windy Hill Firstis - Salin
WB- Oakwoods Fiona of Suncastle - Sanford
RWD- Major Acres Blarney Castle - Gabriel/Major
RWB- Major Acres Mandeegh - Gabriel/Trifeletti/Major
Mensona KC
Judge : Mrs. Phydelma Gillette

November 10, 1985
9/10/3

BOB- Ch . Wynn of Limerick - Souza
BOS , WB- Ballymor Ariel of Sh~nagarry - Kinloch
BOW,WD- Windy Hill Firstis - Salin
RWD - Connemara's Falcon - Wandruff
RWB- Fitzarran Madara 0 Bailebrae - Grotano
San Mateo KC
Judge : Mrs . Betsy Merrill LaHam
BOB- Ch . Major Acres Michael Murphy - Hall
BOS , BOW,WB- Castlemaine Josephine - Shaw
WO - Conn emara 1 s Falcon - Wandruff
RWD - Darrowby Sean Cu Seamus - Fulton
RWB- Ballymor Ariel of Shanagarry - Kinloch/Moore

December 1, 1985
6/11/5
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LURE TRIAL RESULTS :
IWAWC Specialty, Jul y 27th , Santa Barbara
Open Stakes
1st & BOB - Lowell's Tiger Baby , H&L Lowell
2nd - Kelley Glen Davy 0 1 Ballymor , B&B Moore
3rd - Port Au Prince Terence , J . Schultz
4th - Ballymor Ariel of Shanagarry , S. Kinloch & B. Moore
NBQ - Ballymore Duffy II of Windy Hill , B&B Moore
Field Champion Stakes
1st - Multi . Ch . Sing Swords Moira Ap Danalin, F. Ch ., D&R Hi rsch
2nd - Ch . Lowell's Cumorrua , F. Ch ., H&S Lowell
3rd - Am .Mex . Ch . Tien ' s N' Heiress of Muldoon , F. Ch ., D. Hirsch
Sept. 7 - BaCNC - No IWs entered .
Sept. 8 - NCWC - No IWs entered .
Oct . 6 - NCWFA (3 Open IWs , 2-NQ . )
1st & BOB - Ballymor Ariel of Shanagarry , S. Kinlock & B. Moore
NCIWC COMBINED LURE TRIAL SPECIALTY
Altha club Boards of both NCWC & NCWFA whippet clubs approved
us to hold an IW specialty trial , the proposed early-November date
turned out to be in conflict with a previously scheduled ARM meet
and has therefore been canceled .
NCIWC members interested in participating in a specialty lure
trial are again asked to investigate any local fields . Difficulties
in securing a site usually revolve around solid-bookings by neighborhood baseball , softball , soccer teams . Combine that with a site
meeting size requirements to accommodate a 150-200 yard straightaway
plus necessary width to allow for turns, etc ., plus parking & setup
space , plus the all-important safety features such as fencing , no
running hazards (gopher holes , broken glass , cemented poles in midcourse , etc) and you'll appreciate what we're up against. Any suggestions will be gratefully appreciated .
JKChristie 10/85, (707) 446-7258

* * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Hounds' ' Bugle is published 6 times a year; June, August, October,
December, February and April. The editor reserves the right to edit or
refuse any material submitted for publication. Articles herein are
the opinions of the authors and don't necessarily reflect the views
of the editor or of the club. Permission to reprint written portions
is granted only (A) to other Irish Wolfhound clubs and (B) if credit is
Articles and/or comments are welcome and solicited.
given.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
NCIWC Members •• Free
$6.00 a yr.
~o~-members •
$1.00
•
Single copies

ADVERTISING RAT~S
$8.00
Full page •
Half page ••• $5.00
Photo with ad • $10.00 additional
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This is the continuation of the article from Field Advisory
News sent in by Jane Kit Christie.Reprinted with permission.

CONDITIONING SIGHTHOUNDS, PART I (Continued)
Let your hound rest adequately before any stressful event . Marathoners often avoid running great distances at top speed for seven
days prior to a marathon . This program does not prevent LSD, but
it would di scourage interval training just prior to an important
event .
LOCATION
JOGGING: Running programs for hounds eliminate many enjoyable means
of roadworking . I cannot run with a sighthound fast enough to make
that dog run briskly , which is probably true of most sighthound owners . I can do a comfortable eight or nine minute mile , making the
dogs trot at a steady pace and maintain that for three miles without
threat of overworking myself .
The hounds, of course , love it
because we are together. The advantage to jogging with your hound
is that it promotes owner-trainer condition (and health) as well .
The disadvantage is that the trainer has to enjoy jogging . It is
easy to fou l up a hound ' s program because the handler is "too tired"
to j og . The owner c~n work as many hounds as he can control while
jogging , which is another benefit to this method .
BICYCLING : The horrors of jogging (sore feet , splints , etc.)
can be slightly avoided by taking the hound out for a ride on the
bike. You can go faster , you can work on your own conditioning program , and the bike may be expensive but you'll save on shoes (have
you priced a good pair of Saucony' s lately?). The disadvantages
to cycling are that you are limited to the terrain on which you can
work ; you can jog anywhere , but it's hard to bike on gravel roads
or forest trails. There's also more potential for injury; sighthounds love to chase little animals and seem particularly disrespectful of the uncoordinated handler perched precariously upon the
bike . Bike if you will , but practice before you begin your hound's
program, making sure you have control over the bike . Please note
that it is difficult to work more than one hound at a time .
DRIVING : The two disadvantages to this method are the tendency
to go too fast and the fact that the owner personally derives no
particular benefit from the exercise . However, the lack of personal
pain (and gain) may be a plus point for some . Traffic may prove
more of a disadvantage here than with the bike, since you have to
roadwork the hound(s) on a sec l uded street or road. It is possible
to work more than one hound out of a car , but it is probably more
convenient--not to mention safer--to have a passenger handling the
dogs rather than the driver trying to manage the car and hounds .
OTHER METHODS : I 1 ve heard of working the hounds with a gal f
cart, three wheeler, moped , or on horseback . There are advantages ,
of course, and disadvantages to all methods . Owners are limited
in the mode of transport only by their imagination . If your hound
i s a frisbee freak , consider this an i nnovative conditioning program.
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Conditioning

cont'd

TERRAIN: If you can work your hound on a hill , you will gain more
in the mileage you perform . The use of hills, though , should not
significantly reduce the length of mileage in any program . Consider
it a bonus . Hounds should be slowly conditioned for performing on
hills, don't push too far , too fast .
Swimming as exercise for hounds is a considerably underrated
method for conditioning with reduced stress. Brooks Johnson wrote
a very interesting article for Runner's World, called "Peaking, 11
where he described swimmindsbenefits, "One component we've recently
added to this phase is hydrotraining. I believe that swimming and
other water activities strengthen the major muscles. Equally important , swimming is the safest method of cardiovascular overloading
because there is no risk to the musculoskeletal structure . "' There
are no valid statistics available on distance swimming for hounds ,
but it seems to be widely acceptable in training horses . Distances
would have to be organized on an experimental basis for each hound.
Gravel roads are not too hard on pads, contrary to myth, and
seem to act as something of a pad toughner . Gravel roads are preferable to hard-top, particularly the type of road that radiates heat .
These roads have a tendency to wear on pads rather than toughen.
If you are biking, the gravel is difficult to negotiate, but hardtop is hard on the hounds . What to do? Go for unfinished shoulders
(on the road) bike on the road, dog on the shoulder.
Grass is not hard on the pads , unless it's stubble (and then
1
it s really hard between the pads) , but , it also doesn't toughen
the feet , unless, maybe, if it is softer stubble .
Regardless of surface , avoid broken glass and other pitfalls .
Uneven terrain, considering the owners mode of transport, is not
to be considered a deteriment (sic). Hounds can indeed learn to
become more agile while working if they are worked on uneven terrain .
Consider running through plowed fields on horseback , i f you live
in a part of the country that has that sort of terrain close at hand.
Everyone
It is preferrable to alter exercise locations.
(including hounds) gets bored doing the same thing, the same time,
the same place , everyday . If you find your dog lagging in his interest , try a new spot : the hound 1 s renewed interest will probably
give you a lift , too .
Hounds derive many benefits from a structured exercise program,
among these are :
(1) increased circulatory efficiency , (2) increased breathing
efficiency, (3) increased capacity fo r hard work at peak speed
before tiring , (4) decreased time necessary to recover from stressful exercise, (5) decreased rate of injury , (6) perhaps more resistance to disease or effects from serious injury.
Perhaps it is increased endurance that will most clearly effect
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the running of your hound . We have many times watched a hound receive
low scores in enthusiasm, speed, and agility when the hound really
lacked endurance. If it hurts, you don ' t do it , and the hounds often
follow this rule, too .
Bringing all of the information here together by observing how
conditioning affects performance , I would like to quote Mr . Jim
Wilkerson from an article he wrote called , "Running Faster Than the
Animals ," appearing in Runner ' s World :
A myriad of factors have a direct i nfluence on maximal human
running speed . These include such external variables as the
date , time and challenge of the race as wel l as the condi tion
of the track and the weather . I nternal factors include age ,
talent and health of the runner , aerobic capacity, weight , body
fat and nutritional state . The most important characteristics ,
however , are the runner's build , his mechanical efficiency , the
biochemical potential of the runner ' s muscle cells and the ability of the runner to create the neromuscular [sic] pattern for
optimal running speed . A strong case can be made that each of
the four characteristics is the limiting factor in determining
maximal running speed . This is because each factor limits all
the others . The human body does not use a series of isolated
systems simultaneously . It is a case of the chain being only
as strong as its weakest link . Dr, the body being only as fast
as its slowest part.4
It is with these thoughts in mind that we have planned a series of articles on conditioning . All of the ideas presented may not be completely sound, but we are attempting, with this series, to open the
forum for an exchange of valuable thoughts, opinions, and a sharing
of experience.
Notes (quotations from references cited reprinted by permission of
the publisher. )
1Dr. Jim Wilkerson, "Running Faster Than the Animals," Runner's World
(Runner's World Magazine Company Inc , ; Mountain View, CA : August
1982) ' p. 38.
2
Dr, Jim Wilkerson, p. 38.
3
Brooks Johnson, "Peaking , " Runner's World (Runner's World Magazine
Company Inc; Mountain View , CA : June 1982), p. 67.
4or. Jim Wilkerson, p. 36.
Additional References :
Joseph B. Davidson , D. V. M. Inside Horseracing (New York: Arco , 1973) .
James Fixx The Complete Book of Running (New York: Random House 1977) .
Caroline Silver Eventing (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976).
Numerous articles in Rapidan River Farm Digest (Rapidan River Farm,
Lignum, VA: 1975),
William T. Keeton Elements of Biological Science (New York : W. W.
Norton and Company , Inc,, 1975) .
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Mutt &Jell Finalists in Puppy Show
1985

The tall and short of it . . . It's easy to
believe min i-Monty, the tiny Italian
greyhound, is still a puppy. But so is
Chieftain, a gigantic Irish wolfhound
who already weighs 155 pounds, yet

was young enough to qual ify fo r Bri1ain's Pup of the Year contest, wh ich
was open to puppies aged 6 to 11
months. Both were chosen as final ists
from a total of 11,500 entries.

- Th e Enquirer
Thanks to R. J . Manf r edi
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Generic Dog Chow Can Be as Bad as Junk Food

Generic and bargain-brand dog food is not always as nutritious as its
label might indicate and actually can lead to serious health problems for
dogs, according to a new study .
The study , conducted at the University of Georgia's College of Veterinary Medicine, showed puppies fed steadily on selected low-priced dog
foods suffered numerous health problems , including stunted growth .
"A dog can almost starve to death by eating these , " said Dr . Thomas
Huber, director of the study . Veterinarians say dozens of cut-price and
generic pet foods have shown up in grocery stores nationwide in recent
years . Many are sold at half the price of major nat i onal brands and
claim to be 11 100 percent nutritionally complete" in laboratory tests .
While the contents might add up on paper , the food might never have
been tested on animals and could vary f~Jm day to day or bag to bag ,
Huber said . Animal experts warn the ingredients in many of these lowpriced foods are so low-quality they cannot be digested and they provide inadequate nourishment for the animals .
The 10-week test at Georgia was conducted on 21 blue-tick hound puppies , which were 10 to_ 12 weeks old at the start of the test and virtually the same size. The dogs were divided into four groups - one group
was fed a major national brand dog food, while the other three groups
were each fed one of three different low-priced brands.
Huber said the tests revealed several things:
Puppies fed the national brand gained an average of 21 pounds during
the 10 week test, while the pups eating the low-priced brands gained
16 pounds.
Puppies fed the national brand required 4.45 pounds of food for each
pound gained during the test, while the pups fed the low-priced
brands required 6 pounds of food .
The dark-hair coats of puppies fed the low-priced brands begar to
turn gray - a sign of severe nutritional deficiency .

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

- United Press

* * * * * * * *

~•

The dog wants to come in
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READING THE LABEL ON THE DRY DOG FOOD PACKAGE
From The Kennel Doctor
The brand name of the dog food may or may not be informative, such as
Chuck Wagon, which tells you nothing, and Puppy Chow, wh ich gives a clue
as to age of the dog to be fed . Howe ver, if pictures appear on the bag,
they must represent t he product . A picture of a nursing mother with pups
would not be allowed on a "weight reducing" food package .
The net weight of the food is required to be displayed on the lower
third of the front of the package and must be parallel with the base .
A flavor designation such as " beef" or "cheese" can be used only if
the source of the flavor is sufficient to be recognized by the dog .
(Just how this is known is not explained by the researchers) . Oddly, a
flavored product need not contain any of the named ingredient, just as
long as the flavoring substance imparts the named flavor . In other words,
"cheese-flavored'' food may contain no cheese!
The association of American Feed Control Officials (AAFCO) requires
that meats in dog food from sources other than cattle, sheep, pigs or
goats be identified . The phrase "meat" or "meat by-products" means that
the sou r ce of the meat is one of these four . Meat from horses is not
considered "meat"; i t's horsemeat!
Nutrition statements are usually found on the front of the package
near the brand name and must be true . "Completely Nutri tious 11 must mean
complete·nutrition for the life of the dog .
When an ingredient makes up at least 25% of the total package diet ,
that ingredient name may form part of the package name. However , the
name must be modified in some way to indicate that other ingredients
are present. A good mo difier is "supper" , which gives the impression
of more than one ingredient. "Chicken Supper" would, therefore, be at
least 25% chicken and contain other pr oducts as well . If the food name
is derived from an animal and is not used with a modifier such as dinner
or supper , it must contain 95% of the named ingredient .
The info rm ation pane~ usually on the back of the package, includes
the ingredient listing , the guaranteed analysis , the manufacturer ,
packer and distributor . The ingredient list must list each component of
the food in pe creasing orde r. Terminology is strictly governed by the
AAFCO . "Meat", for example , is limited to "flesh from mammals" and must
be striated (skele tal) muscle or f r om the tongue ,d iaphragm, heart or
esophagus . "Meat by-products" include stomach and intestine cleaned of
their contents , lungs , spleen, kidneys, liver , brain and bone . They do
not include hair , horn , teeth and hooves . "Meat meal" and "bone meal"
are the dry products from mammal tissue . Carbohydrates in dog foods
usually appear as a cereal grain such as co r n, wheat or oats. Cereal
by-products like wheat middlings and corn gluten mea l are often found
in dry food~. Soybean meal and soy flour may serve as vegetable~rotein
in many types of dog food .
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Reading The Label

cont'd -

The "guarantee d analysis" guarantees the minimum amount of crude
protein and fat, and the maximum amount of crude fiber and moisture ,
as well as other ingredien t quarantees . Crude protein is based on the
nitrogen of the product, and gives no ind i cation of prote i n quality .
Quality judgements must be made by a thorough examinatio n of the ingredients list . Animal sources of prote i n are, of course, preferable .
Crude fat is a measure of the total substances that are s oluble in ether .
The fat level is a fairly accurate guage of the food's energy density .
Higher fat means more energy and , generally , increased palat abil i ty.
Crude fiber can be thought of as the indigestab le part of the dog food .
A high fiber content suggests low quality ingredien ts . Moisture content
means water . Canned foods average around 70% water . In dry foods , moisture levels below 12% are required to prevent the growth of mold .
Conclusion : There is probably no other product line where the statement ,
"You get what you pay for, 11 is more true . When it comes to dry dog food ,
DON'T BARGAIN HUNT!

From the question and answer section of the Cornell U. College of
Veterinary Medicine newsletter :
Q - Is it true that an inadequate diet is responsib le for bloating?
A There is no conclusive evidence that bloat is associated with
any single diet . Dry foods have been named as a possible factor,
but there is no experimen tal proof .
Certain large, deep-ches ted breeds are especially vulnerable to
the condition . It seems .reasonabl e to conclude that genetic predispositio n may be related to the incidence of bloat seen in
certain breeds . Frequent, small feedings of moistened foods are
recommended for breeds susceptib le to bloat .
Q - Are foods that contain coat condition ers of any value?
A - Dull coats may be corrected by feedings of unsaturate d fatty
acids and certain amino acids , The easiest condition er to prepare and administe r is a tablespoon of corn oil, given several
times a week, and a cooked egg . Raw egg whites contain avidin ,
a material that makes the valuable protein biotin unavailab le.
Overfeedin g of raw eggs can lead to biotin deficiency . Cooking
guards against this effect . Good nutrition and a healthy coat
go hand in hand .
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SO YOU WANT TO BE A STAR!
By John Holmes

in The Book of The Dog

For a long time dogs have been trained as entertainers . Circus and
music hall acts featuring dogs have been popular all over the world for
as long as the circus and music hall have been in existence . Dogs have
also had parts in stage plays ; the dog "Crab" is in one of Shakespeare's
plays - 'The Two Gentlemen of Verona' . Not surprisingly, dogs proved
successful film actors right from the start of silent movies . The name
Rin Tin Tin is as well known as any human film star , and the famous
collie, Lassie , started a boom that soon had 250 professionally trained
dogs working in film studios . The demand for trained dogs enabled trainers to form their own trade union , The AITTimal Owners and Handlers Association, which brought about far better wo r king conditions .
Dogs used in a circus or music hall act are very different from those
used in film and television work . In the circus ring or on stage the
dogs appear before your very eyes . You can see not only what the dogs
do , but also what the handler does right there and then . But on the
cinema or television screen you only see what the dog appears to have
done . You cannot see the handler or kno w what he is doing . Indeed you
are not supposed to know that there's a handler there .
In an act a dog works to a routine . One trick follows another i.n st r ict
rotation day after day . But in the studio there is no such routine and a
dog may well have to carry out some action hatched in the director's brain
only five minutes earlier . Perhaps the biggest difference ~rises from the
fact that the film dog nearly always 'belongs ' to an actor and should
give the impression thet he really is the actor's own dog , which is no
easy feat if they only met a couple of hours earlier .
Most film dogs are taught to s1and , sit or lie down in response to
either a hand signal or word of command , and to stay in any position in
which the y are placed . They are also taught to come when called , either
qu i ckly or slowly , and to go from one person to another on command . Pickin g up any object on command and holding it is another useful exe r cise .
Barking on command is also useful and is easy to teach some dogs but almost impossible to teach othe r s . The dog must be able to car r y out any
action to split second ti ming as well .
If a script calls fo r some special action , a dog may have to be specially taught t o perfo r m it . This i s anothe r difference between film and
ci r cus traine r . The l at ter having t aught a dog a pa r ticular trick can
expect to go on using it for years - pr obably f or the dog's working life .
But a film train er may spend weeks or mo nths teach i ng a dog something
which it will only need to do once or at the most a fe w times .
Whil e dogs are being used as mu ch as ever in feature films , those
whi ch ar e bes t known t o the gener al pu blic are the on es the y see on telev1s1on . Actuall~ mo r e dogs appear in parts in television plays and se r ies
tha n in comme r cia l s , and often th e parts ar e small and des i gned merely to
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Be A Star

cont'd

provide a homely atmosphere. Ironically, one of the most difficult
things to get a dog to do, is to appear to be doing nothing in a natural
way as if he were in his own home - and this under the most unnatural
conditions imaginable. On the film set it is not always possible to speak
to the dog while the camera is running, but audible commands are allowed
at other times. In the television studios, however, the cameras move from
one scene to another and no one save the actors dare speak above a whisper. The tension is far greater in television studios and everything
builds up to the most unnatural atmosphere ; if a dog is to appear natural
and relaxed under such conditions it must have complete confidence in its
handler. And it will only do that if the handler has complete confidence
in himself. Many dogs which appear tensed up and in a panic on the screen
are merely reacting t o a handler who is behind the ca mera in an even
worse state of nerves.
A professional canine actor must be able to and want to take direction quickly and sharply. Not only is split second timing important, but
so is the ability to be "on the mark" so as to be in camera range . He
should be an extrovert,' a show-off and a ' ham', anci he' 11 love his work!

© 1985 United Feature Syndicate.Inc.

"C'mon Now! I Am Not Going to
Read It Again!"

Thanks to Pat Holmes for
sending this in
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CHRISTMAS WITH THE NEWCOMER
- Diane Niemeyer
Twas the night after Christmas, the time to replay
The events of that most hectic annual day.
The stockings, once hung by the chimney with care,
Were pulled down and chewed on and torn past repair.
No one was nestled all snug in his bed,
There was spilt-over Alpo to clean up instead.
And me in my 'kerchief, and Dad in his cap
Wished we'd settled down for a much-needed nap,
When somewhere downstairs there arose suctt a clatter
I sprang from my chores to see what was the matter.
Away down the steps I flew like a flash,
Just as I heard one more thunderous crash.
The moon wasn't out, so I switched on the light,
Still hoping to see everything was all ri~ht
When, what for my wondering eyes was in store
But my dishes and tablecloth heaped on the floor.
I cleaned up the pieces, but to end this "fun",
I knew in a moment more work must be done.
More rapid than eagles I rushed all around,
To move unsafe"playthings' high up off the ground .
Up, matches! Up, pencils! Up , bright string and bow!
Up, ,wires! Up , ivy! Up, all mistletoe!
From the poinsettia plant , to the little mothball,
It's lift away! Lift away! Lift away all!
Next I turned my attention to the Christmas tree,
Making sure it was totally temptation-free.
I moved ornaments up for 3 feet or so,
And no strand of lights was left dangling low.
And then in a twinkling I heard, soft and sweet,
The prancing and pawing of four little feet.
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As I drew in my head and was turning around,
By the chimney this character came with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur from his head to his foot,
And was covered all over with ashes and soot;
The ears hung way down on this bold little elf,
And he looked overwhelmingly pleased with himself.
His eyes - how they twinkled! His bark - clear and merry!
His face - so expressive! His nose- like a berry!
His droll little tail wagged and wagged to and fro,
And his soft, fluffy coat looked like yesterday's snow.
I had not a doubt that this bundle of gray
Was the cause of the chaos at our house today.
How proudly he strolled, with what cheer and what style,
As he tracked soot -and ashes all over the tile.
He was chubby and plump and out to impress,
And I laughed when I saw him, in spite of the mess.
I scooped up the imp, and I petted his head,
But he seemed to sense he had something to dread;
I spoke not a word, but went straight for the sink,
Where I washed him and dried him as quick as a wink.
Then he darted away and stopped on a stair
And, giving a nod, he fell sound asleep there.
He'd stretched out, with front paws tucked under his
While I regarded him with half-frown and half-grin.
But you'd hear me exclaim, as I sat and revived,
11 1 1 11 remember the Christmas our puppy arrived."
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BEST WISHES
FOR THE
HOLIDAY SE4SON

CHICKEN.
B.RICE.

Only the best dry dog food in the world has them.
Veterinarians. Breeders. Nutritionists. For some years
they've been urging us to make a dog food with chicken, lamb
and rice.
So when we made MAX, we did it right. With high quality ingredients like premium California chicken, long grain
rice and grass-fed lamb.
This combination is the purest source of protein and fat
that you can get at any price. And you can see the results*:
In skin and coat. In energy. In stool. And in the way your dog
will make MAX disappear.
Chicken. Lamb. Rice.You can't find them in just any
dog food.
Just in the best one.

Nutro's MAX™
Nutro Products Inc., (818) 968-0532

*Stop by our booth for the complete test results and a free sample.
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